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What do our
customers say?

We are using FleetWare since more than 4 Years now. It has helped in 
streamlining stock transfer and has reduced a lot of chaos that used 
to happen earlier. Fuel consumption has also reduced considerably 
across our outlets which has helped in substantial saving.

Mr Sudhakar Mishra, AGM (Operations),
Bright 4 Wheels (Maruti)

FleetWare is a very well thought system and unique in its proposition 
for Dealerships. For us at Bright 4 Wheels, apart from reducing 
substantial operational expenses on our fuel we have brought in a 
better culture with a system driven approach for operational 
activities.
We highly appreciate & recommend the team of FleetWare for its 
brilliant development & execution and most importantly its imple-
mentation & adaption. For sure, it is definitely a system to cut down 
the costs and bring better efficiency.

Mr Somin Bajaj (MD)
Bright 4 Wheels (Maruti)

We are very much satisfied with the FleetWare system and it is a very 
well thought system which helps in reducing expenses and for proper 
stock management. We started with a pilot and we are now extending 
it to all our outlets and our other dealerships as well.
Thanks for your wonderful product & service.

Mr Yash Agarwal (MD),
Concept Cars (Maruti)

We have been using FleetWare now since more than 1 Year and we 
are happy to say that with FleetWare, we are relieved for our stock 
position in a real time basis which has saved a lot of confusion and 
helped save huge on time & efforts which was getting wasted earlier.

Mr Jitendra Kumar, GM (Sales),
Beeaar Hyundai

We have experienced a significant reduction in our fuel spends on a 
monthly basis. Earlier, we were issuing fuel as per the demand and 
now we are strictly issuing as per the FleetWare system’s suggestions 
and has witnessed a considerable reduction in the fuel spends.

Mr Dayanand Maurya, ASM (Sales),
Beeaar Hyundai

FleetWare has brought a systematic workflow for various of our 
operational activities and which becomes a pressing demand for 
any dealership to operate efficiently. We wish the team of 
FleetWare the very best in their endeavours!

Mr Rajnish Agarwal (Director),
Beeaar Hyundai

FleetWare team acts as a key partner in our digital transformation 
journey. They look to solve a business problem and not just provide a 
technical solution. The team works as an extended team of ours. They 
are very flexible in what we do together. With FleetWare ERP & 
FleetWare Fuel System, our systems are in place and we are able to 
deliver our customers a wonderful experience right from its first 
interaction.

Ms Parul Sapra, GM (Sales),
Puneet Automobiles (Tata)

We have significantly reduced the fuel spends on a monthly basis and 
the method of issuance and reporting has become extremely easy. All 
the fuel issuance now happens as per FleetWare system suggestions.

Mr Amit Trivedi, IT (Head), 
Puneet Automobiles (Tata)

FleetWare ERP Suite has changed the way we were handling various 
part of our sales & operational activities. From issuing a system based 
quote to our Customers and digitizing the complete process till 
delivery of the vehicle, to managing the fuel expenses and real time 
stock visibility, the system is a must have for any dealership who 
would like to adopt a fantastic system driven approach. Thanks to 
Harsh & his team! 

Mr Vaibhav Mishra (ED), 
Puneet Automobiles (Tata)

FleetWare is a fantastic tool for us to maintain all the inventory 
records, maintain purchased vehicle vs sold vehicle status. It gives us 
a clear cut transparency for all the stock and helps a lot to streamline 
in the billing reconciliation.

Mr Gunjan Jain (MD),
Swift Trucks (Tata Commercial)

We started FleetWare recently and we can say that the challenges 
that the system addresses are some of the core challenges in day to 
day operations which results in pilferage at multiple levels. We thank 
the FleetWare team for their continued support and their hand 
holding for a smooth setup.

Navneet Pandey (MD)
Balaji Motors



One platform for
fuel issuance

FleetWare’s proprietary tech enabled
platform monitors & reduces your fuel
spends across multiple utilization heads
like PDI, Workshop, Bodyshop, Stock
Movement, Demo, Test Drive and others.

Issue a digital fuel slip and avoid any
pilferage or misuse of the fuel slips.

One platform for
fuel bill 
reconciliation
FleetWare helps you to reduce your fuel
bill reconciliation time for multiple fuel
stations and enables you and your staff
members to focus on important avenues
of the business.
Enabling real time fuel bill reconciliation
and gives you a single platform for digitally
validating and consolidating the bills of
the fuel stations. 
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One platform for
vehicle chassis
stock
With FleetWare, you gain clear visibility
of chassis stock with its ageing across
all the showroom, stockyard, bodyshop
& workshop and other outlets without
getting into multiple coordination hassles.
Bring efficiency in your stock audits. 

One platform for
systematic stock
transfers
With FleetWare, put an end to all the hassles
of chasing your staff for stock movement
from one facility to another over never
ending phone call, messages and more.
The system gives you complete transparency
on the chassis & your driver movement
roster along with a real time tracking during
any movement of the chassis.
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Are you facing challenge in
tracking the sales leads?
With FleetWare ERP, empower your sales staff
to manage their leads and deliver quick &
impressive quote to your customers.
From quote to booking to customer KYC,
digitize your end-to-end sales process and
build future sales analytics.

Are stock audits taking
too much time?

FleetWare Hyper Audit System enabled with RFID
helps in ensuring auto audit of the stock and in

identifying the future visits of the customer to
your service workshop for a personalized service.

FleetWare MAGNET, an extension to Hyper Audit,
ensures connection with customer always –
be it for vehicle servicing, spares, renewal of

insurance, support to testing or booking a
new vehicle.

Facing issues on managing
the apt spare inventory?

FleetWare SpareShop helps in managing the
complete inventory of your spares across at workshop.
From fast moving to dead stock, the SpareShop
gives you a 360-degree view of the spares, its ageing
and its movement probability ensuring that you do
not block your working capital on spares which are
not required.
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Simplified, web-based user-friendly
interface to improve processing
speed and reduce errors

Save upto 15% on fuel by improved
utilization of the fuel by preventing
over utilization, pilferage or misuse

Establish a defined workflow &
ensure systematic workflow

adherence across

Achieve 100% accuracy
leading to vendor satisfaction 

Gain clear visibilty of the chassis
stock & its aging

Acheive better stock audits

Plan stock movements well in
advance

25.54%

$323,078.00

Achieve higher operational
efficiency

Reduced fuel bill reconciliation
& processing time by upto 93%

Build greater customer
satisfaction with leads and
digital quote

BUSINESS
IMPACT



harsh@fleetware.io | info@fleetware.io

Smarter Technology for
Automobile Dealerships

(+91) 9918 900 409 | (+91) 8931 021 810 

Park Road, Hazratganj, Lucknow (UP)
Book a demo now!


